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| • Ask and answer personal questions  
  • Ask for permission and make requests | Write about a friend:  
  • Paragraphs  
  • Descriptive adjectives | PowerPoint presentation about special people at school |
| • Describe a special day  
  • Talk about what you want to do on your next birthday | Write a description of a typical day:  
  • Subjects in sentences  
  • Connectors: *first, then, after that, finally* | Prezi presentation of an important celebration |
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| • Describe animals  
  • Ask and answer questions about animals | Write signs for a natural reserve:  
  • Punctuation: full stop, comma, exclamation mark, question mark | Game: Guess the animal |
| • Shop for different items  
  • Make suggestions | Write a description of a scene:  
  • Articles: indefinite (*a / an*) and definite  
  • Pronoun reference | Game: Guess the place in town |
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| • Compare what people are doing with what they usually do  
  • Ask about a person | Write a description of a picture:  
  • Conjunctions: *and, but, because, so* | Pecha Kucha presentation |
| • Plan a trip  
  • Buy a ticket | Write an informal email:  
  • Format  
  • Content | A true / fiction story about the best / worst experience in your life |
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